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The Making of Home - Judith Flanders 2014-10-01
The idea that 'home' is a special place, a separate place, a place where
we can be our true selves, is so obvious to us today that we barely pause
to think about it. But, as Judith Flanders shows in her fascinating new
book, 'home' is a relatively new idea. When in 1900 Dorothy assured the
citizens of Oz that 'There is no place like home', she was expressing a
view that was the climax of 300 years of change. In The Making of Home,
Flanders traces the evolution of the house from the sixteenth to the early
twentieth century across northern Europe and America, and shows how
the 'homes' we know today bear only a faint resemblance to 'homes'
though history. Along the way she investigates the development of
ordinary household items - from cutlery, chairs and curtains, to the fitted
kitchen, plumbing and windows - while also dismantling many domestic
myths.
Servants: A Downstairs History of Britain from the Nineteenth Century to
Modern Times - Lucy Lethbridge 2013-11-18
Paints a vivid picture of the lives of British servants through the letters
and diaries of those who served in upper crust households and explores
the complicated relationships and social implications between the server
and those they served. 20,000 first printing.
Florence Nightingale at Home - Paul Crawford 2020-11-13
Homes can be both comforting and troubling places. This timely book
proposes a new understanding of Florence Nightingale’s experiences of
domestic life and how ideas of home influenced her writings and
pioneering work. From her childhood homes in Derbyshire and
Hampshire, she visited the poor sick in their cottages. As a young
woman, feeling imprisoned at home, she broke free to become a woman
of action, bringing home comforts to the soldiers in the Crimean War and
advising the British population on the home front how to create
healthier, contagion-free homes. Later, she created Nightingale Homes
for nursing trainees and acted as mother-in-chief to her extended family
of nurses. These efforts, inspired by her Christian faith and training in
human care from religious houses, led to major changes in professional
nursing and public health, as Nightingale strove for homely,
compassionate care in Britain and around the world. Shedid most of this
work from her bed after contracting the debilitating illness, brucellosis,
in the Crimea, turning her various private homes into offices and
‘households of faith’. In the year of the bicentenary of her birth, she
remains as relevant as ever, achieving an astonishing cultural afterlife.
The Hidden People - Allison Littlewood 2016-11-01
"an excellent and engaging read, moving to an absorbing conclusion" -Historical Novel Society "The perfect book to curl up with on a chilly fall
day, The Hidden People will make the hairs on the back of your neck
stand up." --Booklist In 1851, within the grand glass arches of London's
Crystal Palace, Albie Mirralls meets his cousin Lizzie for the first--and, as
it turns out, last--time. Coming from a backward rural village, Albie
expects Lizzie will be a simple country girl, but instead he is struck by
her inner beauty and by her lovely singing voice. When next he hears of
her, many years later, it is to hear news of her death at the hands of her
husband, the village shoemaker. Rumors surround his young cousin's
murder--apparently, her husband thought she had been replaced by one
of the "fair folk" and so burned her alive--and then disappeared. Albie
becomes obsessed with bringing his young cousin's murderer to justice.
When he arrives, he finds a community in the grip of superstition, nearly
every member believes Lizzie's husband acted with the best of intentions
and in the service of the village. And the more he learns, the less sure he
is that there aren't mysterious powers at work.
Space and the 'March of Mind' - Alice Jenkins 2007-01-18
Discussing the idea of space in the first half of the 19th century, this
book uses contemporary poetry, essays, and fiction as well as scientific
papers, textbooks, and journalism to give an account of 19th-century
literature's relationship with science.
The Meanings of Home in Elizabeth Gaskell's Fiction - Carolyn Lambert
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2013-09-25
In this beautifully written study, Carolyn Lambert explores the ways in
which Elizabeth Gaskell challenges the nineteenth-century cultural
construct of the home as a domestic sanctuary offering protection from
the stresses and strains of the external world. Gaskell’s fictional homes
often fail to provide a place of safety: doors and windows are ambiguous
openings through which death can enter, and are potent signifiers of
entrapment as well as protective barriers. The underlying fragility of
Gaskell’s concept of home is illustrated by her narratives of
homelessness, a state she uses to represent psychological, social, and
emotional separation. By drawing on Gaskell’s novels, letters, and nonfiction writings, Lambert shows how her detailed descriptions of
domestic interiors allow for nuanced and unconventional interpretations
of character and behaviour. Lambert argues that Gaskell’s own
experience was that of an outsider whose own difficulties are reflected in
her multi-faceted and complex portrayals of home in her fiction.
Angel Meadow - Dean Kirby 2016-02-29
'It is all free fighting here. Even some of the windows do not open, so it is
useless to cry for help. Dampness and misery, violence and wrong, have
left their handwriting in perfectly legible characters on the walls.' Manchester Guardian, 1870Step into the Victorian underworld of Angel
Meadow, the vilest and most dangerous slum of the Industrial
Revolution. In the shadow of the world's first cotton mill, 30,000 souls
trapped by poverty are fighting for survival as the British Empire is built
upon their backs. Thieves and prostitutes keep company with rats in
overcrowded lodging houses and deep cellars on the banks of a black
river, the Irk. Gangs of 'scuttlers' stalk the streets in pointed, brasstipped clogs. Those who evade their clutches are hunted down by
cholera, typhoid and tuberculosis. Lawless drinking dens and a cold slab
in the dead house provide the only relief from a filthy and frightening
world.In this shocking book, journalist Dean Kirby takes readers on a
hair-raising journey through the gin palaces, alleyways and underground
vaults of this nineteenth century Manchester slum considered so
diabolical it was re-christened 'hell upon earth' by Friedrich
Engels.ENTER ANGEL MEADOW IF YOU DARE...'Dean Kirby has Angel
Meadow in his blood' - Joseph O'Neill
Disease and Crime - Robert Peckham 2013-12-04
Disease and crime are increasingly conflated in the contemporary world.
News reports proclaim "epidemics" of crime, while politicians denounce
terrorism as a lethal pathological threat. Recent years have even
witnessed the development of a new subfield, "epidemiological
criminology," which merges public health with criminal justice to provide
analytical tools for criminal justice practitioners and health care
professionals. Little attention, however, has been paid to the historical
contexts of these disease and crime equations, or to the historical
continuities and discontinuities between contemporary invocations of
crime as disease and the emergence of criminology, epidemiology, and
public health in the second half of the nineteenth century. When, how
and why did this pathologization of crime and criminalization of disease
come about? This volume addresses these critical questions, exploring
the discursive construction of crime and disease across a range of
geographical and historical settings.
Neo-Victorian Families - Christian Gutleben 2011
Tracing representations of re-imagined Victorian families in literature,
film and television, and social discourse, this collection, the second
volume in Rodopi’s Neo-Victorian Series, analyses the historical
trajectory of persistent but increasingly contested cultural myths that
coalesce around the heterosexual couple and nuclear family as the
supposed ‘normative’ foundation of communities and nations, past and
present. It sheds new light on the significance of families as a source of
fluctuating cultural capital, deployed in diverse arenas from political
debates, social policy and identity politics to equal rights activism, and
analyses how residual as well as emergent ideologies of family are
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mediated and critiqued by contemporary arts and popular culture. This
volume will be of interest to researchers and students of neo-Victorian
studies, as well as scholars in contemporary literature and film studies,
cultural studies and the history of the family. Situating the nineteenthcentury family both as a site of debilitating trauma and the means of
ethical resistance against multivalent forms of oppression, neo-Victorian
texts display a fascinating proliferation of alternative family models,
albeit overshadowed by the apparent recalcitrance of familial ideologies
to the same historical changes neo-Victorianism reflects and seeks to
promote within the cultural imaginary.
A Visitor's Guide to Victorian England - Michelle Higgs 2014-02-12
An “utterly brilliant” and deeply researched guide to the sights, smells,
endless wonders, and profound changes of nineteenth century British
history (Books Monthly, UK). Step into the past and experience the world
of Victorian England, from clothing to cuisine, toilet arrangements to
transport—and everything in between. A Visitor’s Guide to Victorian
England is “a brilliant guided tour of Charles Dickens’s and other
eminent Victorian Englishmen’s England, with insights into where and
where not to go, what type of people you’re likely to meet, and what
sights and sounds to watch out for . . . Utterly brilliant!” (Books Monthly,
UK). Like going back in time, Higgs’s book shows armchair travelers how
to find the best seat on an omnibus, fasten a corset, deal with unwanted
insects and vermin, get in and out of a vehicle while wearing a crinoline,
and avoid catching an infectious disease. Drawing on a wide range of
sources, this book blends accurate historical details with compelling
stories to bring alive the fascinating details of Victorian daily life. It is a
must-read for seasoned social history fans, costume drama lovers, history
students, and anyone with an interest in the nineteenth century.
Dublin’s Bourgeois Homes - Susan Galavan 2017-04-28
In 1859, Dubliners strolling along country roads witnessed something
new emerging from the green fields. The Victorian house had arrived:
wide red brick structures stood back behind manicured front lawns. Over
the next forty years, an estimated 35,000 of these homes were
constructed in the fields surrounding the city. The most elaborate were
built for Dublin’s upper middle classes, distinguished by their granite
staircases and decorative entrances. Today, they are some of the Irish
capital’s most highly valued structures, and are protected under strict
conservation laws. Dublin’s Bourgeois Homes is the first in-depth
analysis of the city’s upper middle-class houses. Focusing on the work of
three entrepreneurial developers, Susan Galavan follows in their
footsteps as they speculated in house building: signing leases, acquiring
plots and sourcing bricks and mortar. She analyses a select range of
homes in three different districts: Ballsbridge, Rathgar and Kingstown
(now Dun Laoghaire), exploring their architectural characteristics: from
external form to plan type, and detailing of materials. Using measured
surveys, photographs, and contemporary drawings and maps, she shows
how house design evolved over time, as bay windows pushed through
façades and new lines of coloured brick were introduced. Taking the
reader behind the façades into the interiors, she shows how domestic
space reflected the lifestyle and aspirations of the Victorian middle
classes. This analysis of the planning, design and execution of Dublin’s
bourgeois homes is an original contribution to the history of an important
city in the British Empire.
How to be a Victorian - Ruth Goodman 2013-06-27
TRAVEL BACK IN TIME WITH THE BBC'S RUTH GOODMAN We know
what life was like for Victoria and Albert. But what was it like for a
commoner - like you or me? How did it feel to cook with coal and wash
with tea leaves? Drink beer for breakfast and clean your teeth with
cuttlefish? Catch the omnibus to work and do the laundry in your corset?
How to be a Victorian by Ruth Goodman is a radical new approach to
history; a journey back in time more personal than anything before.
Moving through the rhythm of the day, this astonishing guide illuminates
the overlapping worlds of health, sex, fashion, food, school, work and
play. Surviving everyday life came down to the gritty details, the small
necessities and tricks of living and Ruth will show you how. If you liked A
Time Traveller's Guide to Medieval England or 1000 Years of Annoying
the French, you will love this book. ______________________ 'Goodman
skilfully creates a portrait of daily Victorian life with accessible,
compelling, and deeply sensory prose' Erin Entrada Kelly 'We're lucky to
have such a knowledgeable cicerone as Ruth Goodman . . . Revelatory'
Alexandra Kimball 'Goodman's research is impeccable . . . taking the
reader through an average day and presenting the oddities of life without
condescension' Patricia Hagen
Imperial Women Writers in Victorian India - Éadaoin Agnew
2017-06-09
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This book is about Victorian women’s representations of colonial life in
India. These accounts contributed to imperial rule by exemplifying an
idealized middle-class femininity and attesting to the Anglicisation of the
subcontinent. Writers described familiarly feminine modes of experience,
focusing on the domestic environment, household management, the
family, hobbies and pastimes, romance and courtship and their busy
social lives. However, this book reveals the extent to which their lives in
India bore little resemblance to their lives in Britain and suggests that
the acclaimed transportation of the home culture was largely an
ideological construct iterated by women writers in the service of the Raj.
In this way, they subverted the constraints of Victorian gender
discourses and were part of a growing proto-feminism.
The State of Freedom - Patrick Joyce 2013-04-04
Patrick Joyce offers a bold and highly original contribution to the history
and theory of the state.
The Invention of Murder - Judith Flanders 2011
Murder in the 19th century was rare. But murder as sensation and
entertainment became ubiquitous - transformed into novels, into
broadsides and ballads, into theatre and melodrama and opera - even
into puppet shows and performing dog-acts. In this meticulously
researched and compelling book, Judith Flanders - author of THE
VICTORIAN HOUSE - retells the gruesome stories of many different
types of murder - both famous and obscure. From the crimes (and myths)
of Sweeney Todd and Jack the Ripper, to the tragedies of the murdered
Marr family in London's East End, Burke and Hare and their
bodysnatching business in Edinburgh, and Greenacre who transported
his dismembered fiancée around town by omnibus. With an irresistible
cast of swindlers, forgers, and poisoners, the mad, the bad and the
dangerous to know, THE INVENTION OF MURDER is both a gripping
tale of crime and punishment, and history at its most readable.
A Place For Everything - Judith Flanders 2021-02-04
A celebration of the alphabet, from its beginnings to its pre-eminence as
the organizing principle for the world's knowledge.
The Magnificent Mrs. Tennant - David Waller 2009-01-01
Gertrude Tennant’s life was remarkable for its length (1819-1918), but
even more so for the influence she achieved as an unsurpassed London
hostess. The salon she established when widowed in her early fifties
attracted legions of celebrities, among them William Gladstone and
Benjamin Disraeli, Oscar Wilde, Mark Twain, Thomas Huxley, John
Everett Millais, Henry James, and Robert Browning. In her youth she had
a fling with Gustave Flaubert, and in her later years she became the
redoubtable mother-in-law to the explorer Henry Morton Stanley. But as
a woman in a male-dominated world, Mrs. Tennant has been
remembered mainly as a footnote in the lives of eminent men. This book
recovers the lost life of Gertrude Tennant, drawing on a treasure trove of
recently discovered family papers--thousands of letters, including two
dozen original letters from Flaubert to Tennant; dozens of diaries; and
many other unpublished documents relating to Stanley and other famous
figures of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. David Waller
presents Gertrude Tennant’s life in colorful detail, placing her not only at
the heart of a multigenerational, matriarchal family epic but also at the
center of European social, literary, and intellectual life for the best part
of a century.
Virginia Woolf’s Influential Forebears - Marion Dell 2015-10-12
Virginia Woolf's Influential Forebears reveals under-acknowledged
nineteenth-century legacies which shaped Woolf as a writing woman.
Marion Dell identifies significant lines of descent from the lives and
works of Woolf's great-aunt Julia Margaret Cameron, the writer she
called aunt, Anny Thackeray Ritchie, and her mother, Julia Prinsep
Stephen.
Consuming Passions - Judith Flanders 2007
By the close of the 19th century, the Industrial Revolution had brought
with it not just factories, railways, mines and machines but also fashion,
travel, leisure and pleasure. This book explores this revolution in science,
technology and industry - and how a world of thrilling sensation and
theatricality was born.
The Making of Home - Judith Flanders 2015-09-08
The idea that 'home' is a special place, a separate place, a place where
we can be our true selves, is so obvious to us today that we barely pause
to think about it. But, as Judith Flanders shows in her best and most
ambitious work to date, "home" is a relatively new idea. In The Making of
Home, Flanders traces the evolution of the house from the sixteenth to
the early twentieth century across northern Europe and America,
showing how the homes we know today bear only a faint resemblance to
homes though history. What turned a house into the concept of home?
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Why did northwestern Europe, a politically unimportant, sociologically
underdeveloped region of the world, suddenly became the powerhouse of
the Industrial Revolution, the capitalist crucible that created modernity?
While investigating these important questions, Flanders uncovers the
fascinating development of ordinary household items--from cutlery,
chairs and curtains, to the fitted kitchen, plumbing and windows--while
also dismantling many domestic myths. In this prodigiously researched
and engagingly written book, Flanders brilliantly and elegantly draws
together the threads of religion, history, economics, technology and the
arts to show not merely what happened, but why it happened: how we
ended up in a world where we can all say, like Dorothy in Oz, "There's no
place like home."
Inside the Victorian Home - Judith Flanders 2004
Takes readers through daily life in a Victorian house on a room-by-room
basis, providing detailed descriptions of each area's furnishings and
decorations while recounting events that may have transpired in the
parlor, master bedroom, scullery, sickroom, and more. By the author of A
Circle of Sisters.
Victoria: The Queen - Julia Baird 2017-10-03
The true story for fans of the PBS Masterpiece series Victoria, this pageturning biography reveals the real woman behind the myth: a bold,
glamorous, unbreakable queen—a Victoria for our times. Drawing on
previously unpublished papers, this stunning portrait is a story of love
and heartbreak, of devotion and grief, of strength and resilience. NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES •
ESQUIRE • THE CHICAGO PUBLIC LIBRARY “Victoria the Queen, Julia
Baird’s exquisitely wrought and meticulously researched biography,
brushes the dusty myth off this extraordinary monarch.”—The New York
Times Book Review (Editor’s Choice) When Victoria was born, in 1819,
the world was a very different place. Revolution would threaten many of
Europe’s monarchies in the coming decades. In Britain, a generation of
royals had indulged their whims at the public’s expense, and republican
sentiment was growing. The Industrial Revolution was transforming the
landscape, and the British Empire was commanding ever larger tracts of
the globe. In a world where women were often powerless, during a
century roiling with change, Victoria went on to rule the most powerful
country on earth with a decisive hand. Fifth in line to the throne at the
time of her birth, Victoria was an ordinary woman thrust into an
extraordinary role. As a girl, she defied her mother’s meddling and an
adviser’s bullying, forging an iron will of her own. As a teenage queen,
she eagerly grasped the crown and relished the freedom it brought her.
At twenty, she fell passionately in love with Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg
and Gotha, eventually giving birth to nine children. She loved sex and
delighted in power. She was outspoken with her ministers, overstepping
conventional boundaries and asserting her opinions. After the death of
her adored Albert, she began a controversial, intimate relationship with
her servant John Brown. She survived eight assassination attempts over
the course of her lifetime. And as science, technology, and democracy
were dramatically reshaping the world, Victoria was a symbol of
steadfastness and security—queen of a quarter of the world’s population
at the height of the British Empire’s reach. Drawing on sources that
include fresh revelations about Victoria’s relationship with John Brown,
Julia Baird brings vividly to life the fascinating story of a woman who
struggled with so many of the things we do today: balancing work and
family, raising children, navigating marital strife, losing parents,
combating anxiety and self-doubt, finding an identity, searching for
meaning.
Streetlife in Late Victorian London - P. Andersson 2013-08-29
Focusing on the everyday behaviour of people in the late-Victorian street,
this extensive study provides an alternative history of the modern city,
and sheds new light on the relationship between police constables and
civilians. A wealth of source material is scrutinised to explore this public
interaction in the capital.
The Victorian City - Judith Flanders 2014-07-15
From the New York Times bestselling and critically acclaimed author of
The Invention of Murder, an extraordinary, revelatory portrait of
everyday life on the streets of Dickens' London. The nineteenth century
was a time of unprecedented change, and nowhere was this more
apparent than London. In only a few decades, the capital grew from a
compact Regency town into a sprawling metropolis of 6.5 million
inhabitants, the largest city the world had ever seen.
Technology—railways, street-lighting, and sewers—transformed both the
city and the experience of city-living, as London expanded in every
direction. Now Judith Flanders, one of Britain's foremost social
historians, explores the world portrayed so vividly in Dickens' novels,
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showing life on the streets of London in colorful, fascinating detail.From
the moment Charles Dickens, the century's best-loved English novelist
and London's greatest observer, arrived in the city in 1822, he
obsessively walked its streets, recording its pleasures, curiosities and
cruelties. Now, with him, Judith Flanders leads us through the markets,
transport systems, sewers, rivers, slums, alleys, cemeteries, gin palaces,
chop-houses and entertainment emporia of Dickens' London, to reveal
the Victorian capital in all its variety, vibrancy, and squalor. From the
colorful cries of street-sellers to the uncomfortable reality of travel by
omnibus, to the many uses for the body parts of dead horses and the
unimaginably grueling working days of hawker children, no detail is too
small, or too strange. No one who reads Judith Flanders's meticulously
researched, captivatingly written The Victorian City will ever view
London in the same light again.
Dangerous Motherhood - H. Marland 2004-06-29
Dangerous Motherhood is the first study of the close and complex
relationship between mental disorder and childbirth. Exploring the
relationship between women, their families and their doctors reveals how
explanations for the onset of puerperal insanity were drawn from a broad
set of moral, social and environmental frameworks, rather than being
bound to ideas that women as a whole were likely to be vulnerable to
mental illness. The horror of this devastating disorder which upturned
the household, turned gentle mothers into disruptive and dangerous mad
women, was magnified by it occurring at a time when it was anticipated
that women would be most happy in the fulfillment of their role as
mothers.
Becoming Queen Victoria - Kate Williams 2010-08-10
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The perfect companion to the PBS
Masterpiece series Victoria • A gripping account of Queen Victoria’s rise
and early years in power from CNN’s official royal historian “Kate
Williams has perfected the art of historical biography. Her pacy writing
is underpinned by the most impeccable scholarship.”—Alison Weir In
1819, a girl was born to the fourth son of King George III. No one could
have expected such an unassuming, overprotected girl to be an effective
ruler—yet Queen Victoria would become one of the most powerful
monarchs in history. Writing with novelistic flair and historical precision,
Kate Williams reveals a vibrant woman in the prime of her life, while
chronicling the byzantine machinations that continued even after the
crown was placed on her head. Upon hearing that she had inherited the
throne, eighteen-year-old Victoria banished her overambitious mother
from the room, a simple yet resolute move that would set the tone for her
reign. The queen clashed constantly not only with her mother and her
mother’s adviser, the Irish adventurer John Conroy, but with her
ministers and even her beloved Prince Albert—all of whom attempted to
seize control from her. Williams lays bare the passions that swirled
around the throne—the court secrets, the sexual repression, and the
endless intrigue. The result is a grand tale of a woman whose destiny
began long before she was born and whose legacy lives on. Praise for
Becoming Queen Victoria “An informative, entertaining, gossipy
tale.”—Publishers Weekly “A great read . . . With lively writing, Ms.
Williams [makes] the story fresh and appealing.”—The Washington Times
“Sparkling, engaging.”—Open Letters Monthly
The Light of the Home - Harvey Green 2003-01-01
From the greatest collection of American Victoriana comes a wonderful
evocation of the lives of women 100 years ago. Harvey Green culls from
letters and diaries, quotes from magazines, and looks at the clothes,
samplers, books, appliances, toys, and dolls of the era to provide a rare
portrait of daily life in turn-of-the-century America.
Victorian Traffic - Sue Thomas 2009-05-05
Organised around the themes Home and Abroad, Performative Traffic,
and Image, Circulation, Mobility, Victorian Traffic: Identity,
Performance, Exchange variously addresses the cultural dimensions of
traffic in the long Victorian period: cross-cultural experience; colonial
and racial imaginaries; everyday, literary, autobiographical and
professional stagings of identity; and trade in metaphors,
communications, texts, images, celebrity, character types, and quilts.
The concept of traffic underpins historical interpretation and theoretical
formulations, and the rhetorics of trade in Victorian usage are
contextualised. Understandings of identity emphasise the performative
and the negotiation of agency in relation to social and cultural scriptings
of gender, class, ethnicity and community. The essays have a wide global
range and reach. "This collection of essays takes as its theme an
enormously important concept for the nineteenth century: traffic, a term
that, in a time of unprecedented commercial and imperial expansion,
technological developments, population growth and urbanization,
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acquired new resonance, and came to signify the intensely transactional
nature of modernity. One of Ruskin’s most searing critiques of the
spiritual condition of England, an invited lecture he delivered in 1864 on
the topic of the Bradford Exchange, is entitled ‘Traffic’, and the word
clearly signifies for him all that is wrong with post-industrial capitalism.
But this stimulating volume encompasses a range of other significations
that have additionally come to accrue around the term, relating for
example to inter-cultural exchange, to the circulation of ideas and
images, to the commodification of identity, and to literature, art and
performance in the market place. The scope of the collection is,
appropriately, global, including essays on England’s relations of
exchange with Australia, New Zealand, North America, the Far East, and
the Caribbean. What we are shown ineluctably is that the traffic between
Victorian Britain and the reaches of empire, between Home and Abroad,
was two-way, a vehicle for cross-cultural encounter, mediation and trade;
and that cultural identity is relational, circulatory and always in motion."
—Hilary Fraser, Birkbeck, University of London
Family First - Ruth Alexandra Symes 2015-10-30
Discover the history of family roles and relationships—and how to learn
more about your own ancestors. A blend of social history and family
history, Family First looks at relationships and our attitudes and
experiences surrounding them—fathers, mothers, babies, children, aunts,
uncles, cousins, grandparents and the elderly, friends and neighbors.
This book examines how readers might learn more about how their own
ancestors functioned in these relationships, and what records might tell
us more. Each chapter starts with a guide on how to interpret the most
common and direct of family history sources, then goes on to examine
each relationship in its changing historical contexts—how, for example,
did the role of a father differ in the Victorian period from earlier periods?
What similarities and differences were there in behavior and roles
between fathers of different social classes? How did fatherhood change
in the context of the two world wars? How has family size changed? How
have opinions shifted about marriage between cousins? Explore these
questions and more in this intriguing book.
The Housekeeper's Tale - Tessa Boase 2014-05-19
Working as a housekeeper was one of the most prestigious jobs a
nineteenth and early twentieth century woman could want – and also one
of the toughest. A far cry from the Downton Abbey fiction, the real life
Mrs Hughes was up against capricious mistresses, low pay, no job
security and gruelling physical labour. Until now, her story has never
been told. The Housekeeper’s Tale reveals the personal sacrifices, bitter
disputes and driving ambition that shaped these women’s careers.
Delving into secret diaries, unpublished letters and the neglected service
archives of our stately homes, Tessa Boase tells the extraordinary stories
of five working women who ran some of Britain’s most prominent
households. There is Dorothy Doar, Regency housekeeper for the
obscenely wealthy 1st Duke and Duchess of Sutherland at Trentham
Hall, Staffordshire. There is Sarah Wells, a deaf and elderly Victorian in
charge of Uppark, West Sussex. Ellen Penketh is Edwardian cookhousekeeper at the sociable but impecunious Erddig Hall in the Welsh
borders. Hannah Mackenzie runs Wrest Park in Bedfordshire – Britain’s
first country-house war hospital, bankrolled by playwright J. M. Barrie.
And there is Grace Higgens, cook-housekeeper to the Bloomsbury set at
Charleston farmhouse in East Sussex for half a century – an era defined
by the Second World War. Revelatory, gripping and unexpectedly
poignant, The Housekeeper’s Tale champions the invisible women who
ran the English country house. Normal0falsefalsefalseEN-GBX-NONEXNONE
Christmas: A Biography - Judith Flanders 2017-10-19
Christmas has been all things to all people: a religious festival, a family
celebration, a time of eating and drinking. Yet the origins of the customs
which characterize the festive season are wreathed in myth.When did
turkeys become the plat du jour? Is the commercialization of Christmas a
recent phenomenon, or has the emphasis always been on spending? Just
who is, or was, Santa Claus? And for how long have we been exchanging
presents of underwear and socks?Food, drink and nostalgia for
Christmases past seem to be almost as old as the holiday itself, far more
central to the story of Christmas than religious worship. Thirty years
after the first recorded Christmas, in the fourth century, the Archbishop
of Constantinople was already warning that too many people were
spending the day not in worship, but dancing and eating to excess. By
1616, the playwright Ben Jonson was nostalgically recalling the
Christmases of yesteryear, confident that they had been better then. In
Christmas: A Biography, acclaimed social historian and best-selling
author Judith Flanders casts a sharp and revealing eye on the myths,
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legends and history of the season, from the origins of the holiday in the
Roman empire to the emergence of Christmas trees in central Europe, to
what might just possibly be the first appearance of Santa Claus - in
Switzerland! - to draw a picture of the season as it has never been seen
before.
The Diary of Elizabeth Lee - Colin Pooley 2019-02-15
Personal diaries provide rare glimpses into those aspects of the past that
are usually hidden from view. Elizabeth Lee grew up on Merseyside in
the late nineteenth century. She began her diary at the age of 16 in 1884
and it provides an unbroken record of her life up to the age of 25 in
1892. Elizabeth’s father was a draper and outfitter with shops in
Birkenhead, and throughout the period of the diary Elizabeth lived at
home with her family in Prenton. However, she travelled widely on both
sides of the Mersey and her diary provides an unusually revealing picture
of middle-class life that begins to challenge conventional views of the
position of young women in Victorian society. The book includes a
detailed introduction to and analysis of the diary, together with a
glossary relating to key people in the diary and maps of the localities in
which Elizabeth lived her everyday life. There have been a number of
diaries published relating to ‘ordinary’ people, but most accounts were
written retrospectively as life histories by people who eventually gained
some degree of fame or prominence in society. This very rare first-hand
account provides a unique insight into adolescent life in Victorian
Britain.
People, Places and Passions - Russell Davies 2015-06-15
The first of two volumes on the social history of Wales in the period
1870–1948, People, Places and Passions concentrates on the social
events and changes which created and forged Wales into the midtwentieth century. This volume considers a range of social changes little
considered elsewhere by studies in Welsh history, accounting for the role
played by the people of Wales in times of war and the age of the British
Empire, and in technological change and innovation, as they travelled the
developing capitalist and consumerist world in search of fame and
fortune.
The Victorian House - Judith Flanders 2003
A middle class home, circa 1850, of the sort that many people live in
today, is the focus of Judith Flanders' book. The Victorian age is both
recent and unimaginably distant. In the most prosperous and
technologically advanced nation in the world, people carried slops up
and down stairs; buried meat in fresh earth to prevent mould forming;
wrung sheets out in boiling water with their bare hands. This drudgery
was routinely performed by the parents of people still living, but the
knowledge of it has passed as if it had never been. Running water,
stoves, flush lavatories - even lavatory paper - arrived slowly throughout
the century; and most were luxuries available only to the prosperous.
Victorian Material Culture - Tatiana Kontou 2022-07-14
From chatelaines to whale blubber, ice making machines to stained
glass, this six-volume collection will be of interest to the scholar, student
or general reader alike - anyone who has an urge to learn more about
Victorian things. The set brings together a range of primary sources on
Victorian material culture and discusses the most significant
developments in material history from across the nineteenth century.
The collection will demonstrate the significance of objects in the
everyday lives of the Victorians and addresses important questions about
how we classify and categorise nineteenth-century things. This collection
brings together a range of primary sources on Victorian material and
culture. This volume, ‘Fashionable Things’, will focus on Victorian fads
and fashions ranging from chatelains to spiritualist Ouija boards.
The Cosmopolitan Interior - Judy Neiswander 2008
"Judith Neiswander explains that during these years liberal values individuality, cosmopolitanism, scientific rationalism, the progressive
role of the elite and the emancipation of women - informed advice about
the desirable appearance of the home. In the period preceding the First
World War, these values changed dramatically: advice on decoration
became more nationalistic in tone and a new goal was set for the interior
- "to raise the British child by the British hearth." Neiswander traces this
evolving discourse within the context of current writing on interior
decoration, writing that it is much more detached from social and
political issues of the day."--BOOK JACKET.
The Victorian City - Judith Flanders 2013-08-01
From Judith Flanders, the bestselling popular historian, comes a
masterly recreation of Victorian London, whose raucous streets and
teeming denizens inspired and permeated the works of one of Britain's and the world's - greatest novelists, Charles Dickens.
A Victorian Lady's Guide to Fashion and Beauty - Mimi Matthews
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modern day focus. In the process, she gives readers a glimpse of the
social issues that influenced women's clothing and the societal outrage
that was an all too frequent response to those bold females who used
fashion and beauty as a means of asserting their individuality and
independence.
At Home - Bill Bryson 2010-10-05
"From architecture to electricity, from food preservation to epidemics,
from the telephone to the Eiffel Tower, from crinolines to toilets - and the
brillilant, creative, and often eccentric talents behind them - Bryson
demonstrates that whatever happens in the world ends up in our houses,
in the paint and the pipes and the pillows and every item of furniture." -Page 2 of cover.
Consuming Passions: Leisure and Pleasure in Victorian Britain Judith Flanders 2009-10-01
A delightful and fascinating social history of Victorians at leisure, told
through the letters, diaries, journals and novels of nineteenth-century
men and women, from the author of the bestselling ‘The Victorian
House’.

2018-07-30
"An elegant resource that I will be reaching for again and again." Deanna Raybourn, New York Times bestselling author What did a
Victorian lady wear for a walk in the park? How did she style her hair for
an evening at the theatre? And what products might she have used to
soothe a sunburn or treat an unsightly blemish? Mimi Matthews answers
these questions and more as she takes readers on a decade-by-decade
journey through Victorian fashion and beauty history.Women's clothing
changed dramatically during the course of the Victorian era. Necklines
rose, waistlines dropped, and Gothic severity gave way to flounces, frills,
and an abundance of trimmings. Sleeves ballooned up and skirts billowed
out. The crinoline morphed into the bustle and steam-moulded corsets
cinched women's waists ever tighter.As fashion was evolving, so too were
trends in ladies' hair care and cosmetics. An era which began by prizing
natural, barefaced beauty ended with women purchasing lip and cheek
rouge, false hairpieces and pomades, and fashionable perfumes made
with expensive spice oils and animal essences.Using research from
nineteenth century beauty books, fashion magazines, and lady's journals,
Mimi Matthews brings the intricacies of a Victorian lady's toilette into
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